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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

PAIN INTERFERENCE ACROSS CHRONIC PAIN POPULATIONS:
VARIABILITY AND ASSOCIATED PSYCHOSOCIAL PROCESSES

Chronic pain is one of the most common health complaints, yet the limited
effectiveness of existing treatment options suggests that chronic pain is still not fully
understood. The goals of this study are to identify and organize well-established and
emerging psychosocial factors associated with pain interference, clarify the nature of
between- and within-diagnostic group differences in psychosocial and demographic
factors associated with pain interference, and identify interactions among diagnostic and
psychosocial factors associated with pain interference.
Community-dwelling participants (N = 284) completed a one-time survey which
included demographic information, information about pain and diagnosis, and five
existing measures that assess chronic pain severity, interference, and coping. To derive
higher order psychosocial factors common to the chronic pain measures, individual scale
items were analyzed using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). A subsequent principal
components analysis (PCA) was performed to achieve parsimonious grouping of
psychosocial constructs. Hierarchical ordinary least squares regression models tested the
effects of demographics, diagnosis, psychosocial factors, and their interactions on the
relationship between pain intensity and pain interference.
CFA did not support the hypothesized psychosocial factor model. The subsequent
PCA suggested that a 5-component structure adequately captured most of the variance,
accounting for 61% of the total variance. The five emergent psychosocial factors were
positive engagement, disengagement, positive thinking, social support, and physical
activity. In the regression models, positive engagement showed a remarkably strong
negative association with all types of pain interference and disengagement showed a
strong positive association with all types of pain interference. Across all diagnoses,
greater physical activity was associated with less total pain interference, less interference
in daily activities and less interference in social and recreational activities. Positive
thinking and social support were differentially associated with higher interference in
specific types of interference. Regarding diagnosis, osteoarthritis was associated with
less total and work interference. In total interference and interference in social and

recreational activities, individuals with Complex Regional Pain Syndrome and multiple
conditions exhibited a tapering-off wherein pain interference was not significantly
higher among those reporting higher levels of pain. There were no significant
interactions between diagnostic group and psychosocial factors.
This study is one of the first to systematically compare multiple types of pain
interference across a large variety of clinical pain populations. The results provide
discriminant validity for the various types of pain interference and more clearly define
the role that diagnosis plays as a covariate in the chronic pain experience. Clinically, the
pain coping and response model resulting from this PCA offers an opportunity to
reconceptualize how people respond to their pain and sets the foundation for more
efficient screening and intervention. Scientifically, variables identified in this study
appear to represent a vast majority of nodes in the nomological net of pain interference
such that a comprehensive understanding of pain interference may soon be within reach.
KEYWORDS: Chronic Pain, Pain Interference, Psychosocial Factors, Functional
Disability
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Pain Interference Across Chronic Pain Populations: Variability and Associated
Psychosocial Processes
Chronic pain, which the World Health Organization’s International
Classification of Diseases defines as persistent or recurring pain lasting greater than
three months (Treede et al., 2015), is one of the most common health complaints among
Americans and costs approximately 600 billion dollars annually in healthcare costs and
lost work productivity in the United States (Institute of Medicine, 2011). Individuals
suffering chronic pain endure persistent physical pain, emotional distress, and marked
reductions in physical, occupational, social, and mental functioning, including activities
of daily living. Despite long-standing support for a multidisciplinary biopsychosocial
approach (Gatchel et al., 2007, Scascighini et al.,2008) many current chronic pain
treatments continue to overemphasize physiology using empirically validated
antidepressants, physiotherapies, and short-term analgesics prescribed for long-term use
(Dharmshaktu et al., 2012, Tan et al., 2007, Ballantyne & Shin, 2008). Additive
treatment effects bolster the effectiveness of multidisciplinary treatments (Kamper et al.,
2015). Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) for chronic pain is the “gold standard” and
significantly improves pain severity, pain interference, and overall functioning;
however, effects are modest in size, limited in scope, and non-enduring (Ehde,
Dillworth, & Turner, 2014, Nielson & Weir, 2001, Vlaeyen & Morely, 2005).
The limited effectiveness of existing treatment options suggests that chronic pain
is still not fully understood and prompted national pain experts to reconceptualize the
defining characteristics of chronic pain. The resulting taxonomy, the ACTTION-APS
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Pain Taxonomy (Dworkin et al., 2016), emphasizes the substantial role of psychosocial
factors in the experience of chronic pain. Two of the new taxonomic domains are largely
defined by the extensive impact of psychosocial factors both as contributors to
functional consequences and pain interference and as outcomes themselves. The purpose
of this study is to clarify the extent to which a variety of well-established and newly
identified psychosocial factors are associated with chronic-pain-related outcomes across
and within specific chronic pain subpopulations.
Chronic Pain and Pain Interference
Unlike acute pain, which has a clear physiological cause and abates in response
to interruption of nerve input from the injury site, chronic pain often does not have a
clear physiological cause and occurs instead as a complex interaction between an
individual’s physiological and psychosocial systems (Grichnik & Ferrante, 1991).
Recent estimates suggest that 30% of the U.S. general population experiences chronic
pain, with over 75% reporting multiple pain sites, pain greater than one year, and
moderate or severe pain (Jensen et al., 1995). In addition to its physical and emotional
burden, pain causes interference with daily activities when it limits the extent to which
an individual can engage in physical, occupational, social, and even mental activities.
Pain interference itself comes with substantial costs to patients and society. In recent
years, the economic cost of functional disability in the U.S. above and beyond pain
severity and diagnosis has been estimated at $93.5 billion dollars (Gaskin & Richard,
2012). For people with pain, across a variety of pain complaints, limitations in social,
emotional, and physical functioning have been associated with lower overall quality of
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life and increased mental health problems compared to individuals without chronic pain
(Lamé et al., 2005, Blair et al., 2008). Beyond the exorbitant economic and personal
costs of pain interference, attempts to directly reduce pain severity are typically not as
effective as treatment targets involving restoration of function and effective coping
(Scott et al., 2016, Sullivan & Ballantyne, 2016). Thus, pain interference (in its many
forms) is, and should remain, a primary treatment target in treating chronic pain.
Variability in Demographic Factors Associated with Pain Interference
Pain interference is highly prevalent, worsens as pain becomes more severe, and
worsens with age (Langford et al., 2014, Thomas et al., 2004). In a cross-sectional study
of community-dwelling adults assessed in their 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s, pain prevalence
was consistent across cohorts, but pain interference increased markedly with each
increase in age group (Thomas et al., 2004). Younger and older adults differ in their
expectations for the kind of interference they will experience (Ruscheweyh et al., 2011).
Women tend to experience higher levels of pain interference than men (Tripp,
VanDenKerkof, & McAlister, 2006), and the positive association between pain and pain
interference is stronger for White Americans than Black Americans, when controlling
for health and economic status (Horgas et al., 2008). Lower socioeconomic status is also
associated with increased pain interference (Dalhamer et al., 2018).
Interindividual Variability in Psychosocial Factors Associated with Pain
Interference.
Beyond demographic factors, recent research has identified many psychosocial
factors associated with chronic pain outcomes, including distress and negative affect,
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fear of pain, avoidance of activity, trauma history, perceptions of support,
catastrophizing, self-efficacy, active coping, self-regulation, and most recently,
psychoeducation (Edwards et al., 2016). Motivation, illness-management confidence,
and self-efficacy have been established as moderators of the association between pain
and pain interference, and have a greater effect than demographic factors, such as gender
and age (Fayers et al., 2011, Martel et al., 2015, Thomas et al., 2016). For example,
across treatment modalities, decreasing catastrophizing and increasing patients’
perceptions of pain-control abilities have been found to explain improvements in pain
intensity, interference, and disability (Smeets et al., 2006, Woby et al., 2004).
Behavioral avoidance of activity and deficits in self-regulatory control have also been
identified as processes associated with pain interference across a wide array of patient
populations (Andrews et al., 2012, Solberg Nes, Segerstrom, & Roach, 2009, Sauer,
Burris, & Carlson, 2010). To establish predictive validity for psychosocial factors, some
researchers have attempted to classify patients according to profiles of psychosocial
factors (most notably Turk & Rudy, 1987, also Pallegama et al., 2005, Foster et al.,
2010); however, attempts to classify patients by psychological profile have not been
entirely successful (Turk, 2005, Broderick, Junghaenel, & Turk, 2004). Possible reasons
for difficulty classifying patients by psychosocial profiles include incomplete
classification models, overlap among psychosocial factors, and failure to account for
interactions among psychosocial factors and other factors, such as demographic and
diagnostic variables.
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Intergroup Variability in Psychosocial Factors Associated with Pain
Interference.
Although the moderating role of diagnosis on pain interference may be fairly
obvious in some cases (e.g., osteoarthritis will cause more physical limitations than
chronic migraine), there remain many unanswered questions about the extent to which
diagnosis interacts with psychosocial and demographic factors to influence pain-related
outcomes, including pain interference. For example, comparing across people with
osteoarthritis, spinal pain, and neuropathic pain, diagnosis interacts with catastrophizing
to predict insomnia severity for people with osteoarthritis and spinal pain, but not people
with neuropathic pain (Glette et al., 2018). Similarly, in people with orofacial pain, at
higher levels of pain, older adults experience less pain interference than younger adults
(Boggero et al., 2015), which directly challenges existing research suggesting that pain
interference increases with age and implicates diagnosis as a relevant moderator. These
recent examples highlight the growing interest in and rapid development of this area of
research.
Advancing Chronic Pain Intervention
Multidisciplinary treatments have substantially advanced chronic pain treatment
in the last several decades. However, in fixing one problem (i.e., addressing
psychosocial aspects of chronic pain), they have created another: The flexibility of
cognitive-behavioral treatments (including CBT for chronic pain, Acceptance &
Commitment Therapy, Explaining Pain, etc.) allows for broad application across patient
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type and pain type but creates a major challenge in optimizing treatments across pain
conditions. This study has three goals to address this challenge.
The first goal is to identify psychosocial factors associated with pain
interference. There are a variety of existing scales used to assess the impact of chronic
pain and how individuals respond to and cope with chronic pain. The scales overlap
considerably, but also have some mutually exclusive content. Overlap will be assessed
to identify common constructs across the measures. It is hypothesized that there will be
a clear factor structure supporting the existence of higher order cognitive, behavioral,
social, emotional and physical constructs that represent upstream cognitive, behavioral,
social, emotional, and physical processes involved in chronic pain coping. Higher order
processes are expected to contain both well-established psychosocial factors (e.g.,
catastrophizing as a cognitive factor) and newly identified factors (e.g., asking others for
help as a social process).
The second goal is to clarify the nature of between- and within-diagnostic group
differences in psychosocial and demographic factors associated with functional
limitations and pain interference. At present, the role of diagnosis in the strength and
quality of the relationship between pain severity and pain interference remains largely
unknown. For example, are the differences across groups quantitative (e.g., does amount
of interference vary by group) or qualitative (e.g., physical vs social vs cognitive
limitations)? It is hypothesized that more adaptive psychosocial factors will be
associated with less pain interference whereas maladaptive psychosocial factors will be
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associated with more pain interference. Further, there will be differential effects of
psychosocial factors on specific types of pain interference.
The third, exploratory, goal is to identify interactions among diagnostic and
psychosocial factors associated with pain interference. These kinds of nuanced
relationships among pain-related variables represent a new and rapidly growing area of
chronic pain research and this project specifically offers a novel, systematic comparison
across a wide range of diagnoses and psychosocial factors. It is hypothesized that unique
variance in pain interference will be accounted for by interactions among psychosocial
and diagnostic factors, beyond main effects of those factors.
These kinds of questions have yet to be evaluated systematically, on a large-scale
basis, in a way that results in reliable comparisons across groups. Clarifying which
factors are relevant for which groups will help narrow treatment options to those that are
most relevant to that population. Distinguishing inter- and intragroup effects will
substantively improve the foundational knowledge on which providers assess the
physical, cognitive, behavioral, and emotional processes that maintain their patients’
pain, and potentially establish a framework to improve treatment selection paradigms,
moving biopsychosocial pain treatment toward precision medicine.
Method
Participants
Data for this study came from 284 community-dwelling participants who were
recruited from several outpatient medical clinics and ResearchMatch, a national health
volunteer registry supported by the U.S. National Institutes of Health as part of the
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Clinical Translational Science Award program. Sixteen participants were excluded from
analyses (details in Procedures below) yielding an analytic sample of 268 participants.
Participants in the analytic sample ranged in age from 22 to 82 (M = 52, SD = 14.6).
Approximately 85% of the sample reported their sex as female (n = 227) and 97%
identified as cis-gender. Over 90% of the sample self-identified as White, 4.5% as
Black/African-American, 3% as more than one race, 1.5% as Asian, and <1% American
Indian/Alaskan Native. Approximately 97% self-identified as non-Hispanic/Latino. The
sample was relatively highly educated, with 63% having obtained a bachelor’s degree or
higher and 99% having obtained at least a high school diploma. Approximately 58% of
the sample reported being married or cohabitating with a partner; 20% reported being
single, 15% divorced/separated, and 7% widowed. Annual household income was
relatively evenly distributed, with 23% of the sample reporting less than $25,000; 20%,
$25-55,000; 31%, $56-95,000; and 24%, over $95,000.
Procedures
The University of Kentucky IRB approved this study, and each participant
completed informed consent prior to completing the study questionnaire. In outpatient
clinics, physicians referred eligible participants to the research team. Participants from
the ResearchMatch were selected based on pre-registered medical information relevant
to inclusion criteria and completed an additional eligibility screening. Inclusion criteria
included being 18 years of age or older, ability to read and understand English, and a
provisional or confirmed diagnosis of chronic temporomandibular disorder, chronic
migraine, chronic neuropathic pain, rheumatoid arthritis, psoriatic arthritis,
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osteoarthritis, fibromyalgia, chronic low back pain, and/or complex regional pain
syndrome. Exclusion criteria included having more than three diagnosed conditions
under study and lack of pain. Due to a high number of people with multiple conditions
under study, inclusion criteria were updated midway through recruitment to include a
criterion that participants must be able to attribute most of their pain to one of their
diagnosed conditions. Participants recruited in-clinic had the option to complete the
survey on paper or online and ResearchMatch participants completed the survey online.
To minimize the likelihood of data entry errors for surveys completed on paper,
approximately 25% of completed paper surveys were double entered and checked for
inter-rater reliability. Inter-rater reliability suggested nearly perfect agreement (k = .98)
so whole-sample double data entry was not required. All study data were checked and
corrected for impossible values. Data from participants who failed the attention check (n
= 6) were excluded from the analytic sample as were data from participants who could
not be classified into a diagnostic group (n = 3) and records missing more than 25% data
(all of which were missing more than 75% data; n = 7).
Measures
Demographics
Participants provided their age, race, ethnicity, sex, gender, marital status,
education level, and annual income.
Pain Severity
Pain severity was a calculated as a composite score comprised of participants’
reported pain severity on the day of survey completion, over the past week and over the
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past month on a scale of 0-10 in which 0 = no pain and 10 = worst pain ever. Internal
reliability for these items in this sample was excellent (α = .92).
Diagnosis
Participants provided their chronic-pain-related medical diagnoses. To maximize
ecological validity, participants with up to three conditions under study were permitted
to participate. Participants were categorized into a diagnostic group on the basis of
reporting only one condition or reporting that most of their pain was caused by one
specific condition (e.g., a participant reporting osteoarthritis, chronic migraine, and
chronic low back pain who attributed most of the pain to chronic low back pain was
classified in the chronic low back pain group.) Participants reporting multiple conditions
who were unable to identify one primary source of pain were classified in the “multiple
conditions” group. Diagnostic groups included in this study were: chronic low back pain
(CLBP), chronic migraine, fibromyalgia, osteoarthritis, autoimmune arthritis (i.e.,
rheumatoid arthritis and psoriatic arthritis), chronic temporomandibular disorder (TMD),
neuropathic pain, complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS), and multiple conditions.
Multidimensional Pain Inventory (MPI)
The MPI is a 63-item assessment of pain, pain interference, perceived social
support, life control, emotional distress, and general activity. It includes eight items that
assess pain interference in work activities, daily activities, social and recreational
activities, and relationships. Sample interference items include “In general, how much
does your pain interfere with your day-to-day activities?” and “How much has pain
changed your ability to work?” The pain interference items were used as the outcome
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variables in this study, including total pain interference, interference in work activities,
daily activities, social and recreational activities, and relationships. The remaining items
were included in explanatory variables. The remaining items assess life control,
emotional distress, social support, perceptions of support from significant other, and
general activity level. Items are scored on a 7-point Likert scale. The MPI demonstrates
good internal (α = .70 - .90) and test-retest (r = .62-.90) reliabilities, and adequate
discriminant validity among the subscales which demonstrate good convergent validity
with measures of similar constructs (Kerns, Turk, & Rudy, 1985). Internal reliability in
this sample was very good (α = .82).
Coping Strategies Questionnaire (CSQ)
The CSQ is a 50-item assessment of six cognitive coping responses (coping selfstatements, catastrophizing, diverting attention, reinterpretation, ignoring,
praying/hoping) and one behavioral coping response (increasing activity) to pain. Items
are scored on a 7-point Likert scale. The scale also includes two single items assessing
individuals’ perceived ability to control and decrease their pain using the strategies
presented in the questionnaire. The CSQ items and scales demonstrate excellent internal
(α >.85) and test-retest reliability (Main & Waddell, 1991). Internal reliability in this
sample was very good (α = .87).
Chronic Pain Coping Inventory (CPCI)
The CPCI is a 57-item assessment of self-reported behavioral pain management
strategies, including medication use, asking for help, seeking social support,
exercise/stretch, resting, guarding, task persistence, and coping self-statements.
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Respondents indicate the number of days in the past week that each strategy has been
used. Internal and test-retest reliabilities are good (median subscale internal α = .84,
median subscale test-rest r = .80) (Jensen et al., 1995). In the initial validation study
(Jensen et al., 1995), subscale validities varied, which the authors explain is an
indication that some strategies are more salient for certain individuals compared to
others. This interpretation makes the CPCI ideally suited to distinguish distinct coping
mechanisms associated with a particular chronic pain subpopulation. Internal reliability
in this sample was excellent (α = .91).
Pain Resilience Scale (PRS)
The PRS is a 14-item assessment of pain resilience and protective factors. The
scale has two domains: Behavioral perseverance, which assesses individuals’ ability to
continue with behaviors despite experiencing pain, and affective/cognitive positivity,
which assesses individuals’ perceived ability to regulate their thoughts and feelings
while experiencing pain. Items are scored on a 5-point Likert scale. The scale has been
validated for use in chronic pain populations and demonstrates good convergent validity
with scales of related constructs (r = .50-.68) and acceptable discriminant validity with
scales assessing vulnerability factors (r = -.27- -.34) (Ankawi et al., 2017). Internal
reliability in this sample was excellent (α = .92).
Pain Self-Efficacy Questionnaire – 2 (PSEQ-2)
The PSEQ-2 is a 2-item short form of the original 10-item PSEQ and assesses
individuals’ confidence in their ability to do work and live a normal lifestyle in the
context of chronic pain. The two items are answered on a 7-point Likert scale. The
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validation study (Nicholas, McGuire, & Ashgari, 2015) suggests good convergent
validity of the PSEQ-2, which is comparable to the long form. Internal reliability is high
(α = .76) and the intraclass correlation between administrations suggests the PSEQ-2
demonstrates a high level of temporal stability (ICC = .87). Thus, the PSEQ-2 has
sufficient psychometric strength to adequately evaluate the self-efficacy construct with
two items. Internal reliability in this sample was very good (α = .81).
Data Analyses
Confirmatory Factor Analysis and Post-Hoc Principle Components Analysis
To derive higher order cognitive, behavioral, social, emotional, and physical
psychosocial factors common to the MPI, CSQ, CPCI, PRS, and PSEQ-2, individual
scale items were reviewed and grouped by relevance in the hypothesized subordinate
constructs (Table 1). The data were analyzed using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA)
with a two-step process.
In the first step, single-factor models tested item loadings for each hypothesized
psychosocial factor. Fit was assessed with multiple fit indices, including chi square,
comparative fit index (CFI), Tucker Lewis Index (TLI), root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA), and standardized root mean squared residual (SRMR). Most
factors demonstrated acceptable, good, or excellent fit on a majority of indices.
Reliability was calculated for each psychosocial factor as an additional test of construct
coherence using McDonald’s omega, a preferred and more flexible alternative to
Cronbach’s alpha that relies on fewer assumptions but is not widely used due to its
dependence on individual item loadings (Hayes & Coutts, 2020, Ravinder & Saraswathi,
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2020). Additionally, some hypothesized subordinate constructs (i.e., items groupings)
contained too few items to be analyzed with CFA, in which case reliability was
calculated, and they were included due to strong reliability and a priori empirical support
for the validity of these factors (e.g., optimism (Garofalo, 2000), self-efficacy (Jackson
et al., 2014)).
In the second step, all hypothesized psychosocial factors were organized into
higher-order constructs and tested in a 5-factor model to test structure and coherence of
higher-order behavioral, cognitive, emotional, social, and physical factors. Goodness of
fit for the 5-factor model was assessed with the same fit indices and thresholds as step
one.
Due to the results of the CFA and the large number of subordinate psychosocial
constructs, data reduction was required for subsequent regression analyses testing the
effects of psychosocial factors on pain interference. A principal components analysis
(PCA) with orthogonal (varimax) rotation was performed to achieve parsimonious
grouping of psychosocial constructs in the fewest possible number of meaningful
psychosocial factors. The current sample of 268 participants is more than adequately
sized as conventions for PCA recommend 5 observations per variable (n = 27; Streiner,
1994).
Regression Analysis
Regression models tested the effects of demographics, diagnosis, psychosocial
factors (i.e., component scores resulting from the PCA), and their interactions on the
relationship between pain intensity and pain interference. Initial testing for violations of
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the assumptions of regression informed the final data analytic process. There were two
primary concerns: equality of variance across groups (recruitment method and
diagnosis) and clustering within groups. Levine’s test was non-significant for both
recruitment method (F = .01, p = .92) and diagnostic group (F = 0.47, p = 0.87)
confirming homogeneity of variance. Intraclass correlations (ICC) was calculated to
assess clustering within group. The ICC for recruitment method was .055, indicating that
an insignificant portion of variance is attributed to recruitment method. The ICC for
diagnostic group was .96, indicating that less than 10% of variance is attributed to
diagnostic group. Thus, there was no need to account for recruitment method or
diagnostic group with a random effect. As such, ordinary least squares regression was
selected as the appropriate method to model the data. Missing data were so few (less
than 5%) that imputation was not required to protect estimates from bias; however, data
were imputed with multiple imputation (k = 10) to maintain the highest possible number
of useable cases for each model. Models were structured hierarchically starting with
pain as the only predictor. Each subsequent model added a new variable of interest
(demographics, diagnosis, psychosocial factors, etc.) The overall model is:
Pain Interference = β0 + β1(Pain) + β2(Demographics) + β3(Diagnosis) +
β4(Pain*Diagnosis) + β5(Psychosocial Factor1)… + βk(Psychosocial
Factor1*Diagnosis)… + βk(Pain*Diagnosis* Psychosocial Factor1)… + e
The large number of comparisons in this set of analyses required additional control of
type 1 error. The Benjamini-Hochberg procedure was used to control false discovery
rate, which is the expected proportion of errors to rejected alternative hypotheses. In
these analyses, the Benjamini-Hochberg approach was preferable to a Bonferroni-type
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procedure as the former better maintains statistical power and correction for true familywide error is not needed because the overarching conclusions from this set of analyses
are not dependent on any single test (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). Adjusted p values
are reported in the results below; unadjusted p values are additionally reported in results
tables. Conventions for pooling multiply imputed F statistics are not available, therefore,
the lowest F value from the range of imputed results is reported below as a conservative
estimate.
Results
Confirmatory Factor Analysis and Post-Hoc Principal Components Analysis
Confirmatory Factor Analysis did not support the hypothesized 5-factor highorder model containing cognitive, behavioral, social, emotional, and physical factors
(Table 1). Thus, Principal Components Analysis (PCA) was employed to deduce
common higher-order psychosocial factors and achieve necessary data reduction.
Analysis of subordinate psychosocial constructs produced seven components with an
eigenvalue greater than one (factor 1 = 5.84, factor 2 = 5.05, factor 3 = 2.27, factor 4 =
1.73, factor 5 = 1.51, factor 6 = 1.19, factor 7 = 1.05), and the scree plot suggested a 5or 7-component solution. The sixth and seventh factors each added less than five percent
additional variance. The 5-component solution had generally high loadings of
psychosocial factors on respective components, and few residual correlations had high
values (r > .10), suggesting that 5 components adequately capture most of the variance.
The 5-component structure (Table 2) accounted for 61% of the total variance.
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Table 1
Fit Indices for Single-Factor Subordinate Constructs and Higher-Order 5-Factor Model & Factor Loadings for
5-Factor CFA
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Note. Fit indices for subordinate constructs reflect model fit for individual items on those constructs.
†
Constructs containing too few items to complete CFA; McDonald’s omega is provided.

Table 2
Factor Loadings for Primary Components Analysis

The first component included elements characterized by behaviors, cognitions,
moods, and attitudes that facilitate adaptive pain coping and continued engagement in
life activities. Subordinate psychosocial factors with high loadings on this component
include positive attitude, sense of control, self-efficacy, perseverance, and ignoring the
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pain. Catastrophizing and negative affect had high negative loadings on this factor,
indicating that lack of catastrophizing and low levels of negative affect are salient
elements of this factor. Sample items include “I don’t let it get me down”, “I still work
to accomplish my goals”, “I can live a normal lifestyle, despite the pain”, and “I don’t
think about the pain.” This component was labeled “positive engagement” and
accounted for 22% of the total variance.
The second component included elements characterized by reduction or
cessation of activity. Subordinate psychosocial factors with high loadings on this
component include resting, avoidance of activity, relaxing, limiting/pacing activity,
musculoskeletal guarding, and asking others for help. Sample items include “I rested as
much as I could”, “I limited my standing time”, “I pace my activities by going ‘slow and
steady’”, and “I asked someone to do something for me.” This component was labeled
“disengagement” and accounted for 19% of the total variance.
The third component included purely cognitive elements characterized by
positive self- or other-oriented thoughts, and hopeful or wishful thinking. Subordinate
psychosocial factors with high loadings on this component include optimism, positive
self-referential thinking, distraction, prayer, vicarious coping, and reinterpreting. Sample
items include “I told myself my pain will get better”, “I pray for the pain to stop”, and “I
reminded myself that others have coped well with pain problems.” This component was
labeled “positive thinking” and accounted for approximately 8.5% of the total variance.
The fourth component included primarily social elements characterized by
seeking social support and social activity. Subordinate psychosocial factors with high
loadings on this component include being offered help by a support person, perceived
support, engagement with family/friends, and activities aimed at reducing pain. Negative
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reactions by a support person loaded negatively on this factor. Sample items include
“My significant other tries to get me to rest”, “I got support from a friend”, and “My
significant other expresses frustration at me.” This component was labeled “social
support” and accounted for approximately 6.5% of the variance.
The fifth component included physical and behavioral elements characterized by
engagement in physical and leisure activities. Subordinate psychosocial factors with
high loadings on this component include stretching, exercising, and activity engagement.
Sample items include “I stretched the muscles where I hurt and held the stretch for at
least 10 seconds”, “I exercised to improve my overall physical condition for at least 5
minutes” and “I do something active, like household chores or projects.” This
component was labeled “physical activity” and accounted for 6% of the variance.
Component scores were calculated for positive engagement, disengagement,
positive thinking, social support, and physical activity and used in subsequent regression
analysis to test the relationship between these factors and pain interference.
Descriptive statistics
Table 3 shows the correlations among study variables. The demographic
variables race and gender (cis versus not-cis) had too little variability to produce stable
estimates and meaningful comparisons, so they were excluded as covariates. Similarly,
the TMD diagnostic group had too few participants (n = 6) to produce stable estimates
and was excluded from analytic models that included diagnostic group as a variable.
As expected, pain was positively correlated with all forms of pain interference,
including total interference, work interference, interference in daily activities,
interference in social and recreational activities, and interference in relationships (rrange =
.51-.64, all ps < .0001; see Table 3 for 95% confidence intervals (CI)). Pain was
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negatively correlated with positive engagement (r = -.30, 95% CI [-.41, -.19], p < .0001)
and positively correlated with disengagement (r = .38, [.27, .48], p < .0001) and positive
thinking (r = .32, [.20, .42], p < .0001). All types of pain interference were positively
correlated with each other (rrange = .70-.92, all ps < .0001; see Table 3 for 95% CI). As
with pain, all types of pain interference were negatively correlated with positive
engagement (rrange = -.46 - -.59, all ps < .0001; see Table 3 for 95% CI) and positively
correlated with disengagement (rrange = .37-.50, all ps < .0001; see Table 3 for 95% CI)
and positive thinking (rrange = .13-.24, all ps < .01 except pdailyactivitiyinterference = .04; see
Table 3 for 95% CI). There were no significant correlations between pain and social
support or physical activity. There were also no significant correlations between pain
interference and social support or physical activity except for a modest negative
correlation between pain interference in daily activities and physical activity (r = -.13, [.25, -.005], p = .04).
After correcting for multiple comparisons with the false discovery rate
procedure, there were several differences in pain interference and psychosocial factors
across diagnostic groups (detailed in Figures 1 and 2). In work interference, people with
CRPS, autoimmune arthritis, and multiple conditions reported significantly higher
interference than individuals with chronic migraine or osteoarthritis. There were no
significant group differences in mean pain severity, total interference, or interference in
relationships, daily activities, or social and recreational activities. Across the
psychosocial factors, people with osteoarthritis reported significantly higher levels of
positive engagement than those with chronic migraine, who reported very low levels of
positive engagement. People with chronic migraine reported very low levels of
disengagement which differed significantly from those with osteoarthritis, CLBP,
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fibromyalgia, and multiple conditions who reported the highest levels of disengagement.
There were no significant group differences in positive thinking, social support, or
physical activity.
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Table 3
Correlations [95% Confidence Intervals] Among Study Variables
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Note. Bold indicates estimates with p<.05.

Figure 1
Diagnostic Group Differences in Mean Levels of Pain and Each Type of Pain
Interference

Note. * p < .05, ** p < .01.

Figure 2
Diagnostic Group Differences in Mean Levels of Psychosocial Factors

Note. ** p < .01.
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Regression Models for Pain Interference
Hierarchical linear regression models tested the effects of pain, demographics,
diagnosis, and psychosocial factors on various forms of pain interference. Each pain
interference outcome was tested with a seven-step hierarchical model. The first step
included pain as the only predictor. The second step added demographics, including sex,
age, marital status, income, and education. The third step added diagnosis, and the fourth
step included the interaction between pain and diagnosis. The fifth step added
psychosocial factors derived from the PCA, including positive engagement,
disengagement, positive thinking, social support, and physical activity. The sixth step
included the interaction between diagnosis and psychosocial factors and the seventh step
added a three-way interaction between pain, diagnosis, and psychosocial factors.
Models for Total Pain Interference
As expected, pain was significantly associated with total pain interference (b =
0.46, 95% CI [0.39, 0.53], R2 = .40, p < .0001). Demographic variables explained
additional variance (ΔR2 = .05) and older age (b = -0.01, [-0.02, -0.003], p = .009) and
higher education (b = -0.20, [-0.35, -0.06], p = .005) were significantly associated with
lower pain interference. Diagnosis and the interaction between pain and diagnosis
accounted for additional variance (ΔR2diagnosis = .04, ΔR2pain*diagnosis = .04). There were no
significant differences among main effects for diagnostic group (F(8,240) = 2.12, p =
.17); however, there were significant interactions between pain and diagnostic group
(F(8,240) = 2.73, p = .02) for CRPS (b = -0.46, [-0.75, -0.17], p = .01) and multiple
conditions (b = -0.46, [-0.76, -0.16], p = .01), such that at higher levels of pain,
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individuals with these conditions experience lower pain interference compared with
people with other conditions.
In the models including psychosocial factors, there was a significant main effect
of each of the psychosocial factors on total pain interference, and the factors explained a
substantial amount of variance in the overall model (ΔR2 = .20). Positive engagement
was associated with lower pain interference (b = -0.69, [-0.81, -0.57], p < .0001), and
physical activity was associated with lower pain interference (b = -0.13, [-0.23, -0.02], p
= .02). The remaining psychosocial factors were all associated with higher pain
interference, including disengagement (b = 0.42, [0.30, 0.53], p < .0001), positive
thinking (b = 0.13, [0.01, 0.24], p = .03), and social support (b = 0.12, [0.01, 0.22], p =
.03). There were no significant two- or three-way interactions between diagnosis and
psychosocial factors, or between pain, diagnosis and psychosocial factors (all p values >
.9); however, inclusion of these interaction terms accounted for additional variance
(ΔR2diagnosis*psychosocialfactor = .04, ΔR2pain*diagnosis*psychosocialfacotor = .04) such that the
combined model with all predictors accounted for 81% of the variance in total pain
interference (Table 4).
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Table 4
Regression Models for Total Pain Interference

Note. Bold indicates estimates with p < .05.
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Models for Pain Interference in Work Activities
As expected, higher pain was significantly associated with higher pain
interference in work activities (b = 0.54, 95% CI [0.45, 0.63], R2 = .35, p < .0001).
Demographic variables explained additional variance (ΔR2 = .05) and higher income (b
= -0.14, [-0.25, -0.02], p = .02) and higher education (b = -0.31, [-0.51, -0.11], p = .001)
were significantly associated with lower pain interference. Diagnosis accounted for
additional variance (ΔR2 = .07) and there was a significant main effect for diagnostic
group (F(8,222) = 3.89, p = .002), such that individuals with osteoarthritis reported
substantially lower pain interference (b = -1.11, [-1.75, -0.47], p = .002) than the chronic
low back pain control group, from which none of the other groups differed significantly.
The interaction between pain and diagnosis accounted for additional variance (ΔR2 =
.03) but the overall test of this interaction was not significant (F(8,222) = 1.77, p = .13).
In the models including psychosocial factors, there were significant main effects
of several psychosocial factors, and the factors explained a substantial amount of
variance in the overall model (ΔR2 = .12). Positive engagement was associated with
lower pain interference (b = -0.70, [ -0.88, -0.51], p < .0001) and disengagement was
associated with higher pain interference (b = 0.35, [ 0.17, 0.52], p < .0001). There were
no significant two- or three-way interactions between diagnosis and psychosocial
factors, or between pain, diagnosis and psychosocial factors (all p values > .8); however,
inclusion of these interaction terms accounted for additional variance
(ΔR2diagnosis*psychosocialfactor = .06, ΔR2pain*diagnosis*psychosocialfacotor = .08) such that the
combined model with all predictors accounted for 77% of the variance in pain
interference in work activities (Table 5).
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Table 5
Regression Models for Pain Interference in Work

Note. Bold indicates estimates with p < .05.
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Models for Pain Interference in Daily Activities
As expected, pain was significantly associated with pain interference in daily
activities (b = 0.44, [0.38, 0.51], R2 = .39, p < .0001). Demographic variables did not
meaningfully account for additional variance and there was no significant main effect
for any of these variables. Diagnosis and the interaction between pain and diagnosis
explained additional variance (ΔR2diagnosis = .04, ΔR2pain*diagnosis = .04), but none of the
effects was statistically significant (Fdiagnosis(8,240) = 2.28, p = .09, Fpain*diagnosis(8,240) =
2.09, p = .15).
In the models including psychosocial factors, there were significant main effects
for most of the psychosocial factors on pain interference in daily activities and the
factors explained a substantial amount of variance in the overall model (ΔR2 = .19).
Positive engagement was associated with lower pain interference (b = -0.56, [-0.70, 0.43], p = .0003), and physical activity was associated with lower pain interference (b =
-0.21, [-0.32, -0.09], p = .001). Disengagement (b = 0.42, [0.29, 0.55], p = .0003) and
social support (b = 0.17, [0.05, 0.28], p = .005) were significantly associated with higher
pain interference. There were no significant two- or three-way interactions between
diagnosis and psychosocial factors, or between pain, diagnosis and psychosocial factors
(all p values > .9); however, inclusion of these interaction terms accounted for additional
variance (ΔR2diagnosis*psychosocialfactor = .05, ΔR2pain*diagnosis*psychosocialfacotor = .04) such that the
combined model with all predictors accounted for 76% of the variance in pain
interference in daily activities (Table 6).
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Table 6
Regression Models for Pain Interference in Daily Activities

Note. Bold indicates estimates with p < .05.
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Models for Pain Interference in Social and Recreational Activities
As expected, pain was significantly associated with pain interference in social
and recreational activities (b = 0.47, [0.40, 0.55]. R2 = .36, p < .0001). Demographic
variables accounted for additional variance (ΔR2 = .02) but there was no significant main
effect for any of the variables. Diagnosis and the interaction between pain and diagnosis
accounted for substantial additional variance (ΔR2diagnosis = .02, ΔR2pain*diagnosis = .07).
There were no significant differences among main effects for diagnostic group (F(8,240)
= 1.02, p = .94); however, there were significant interactions between pain and
diagnostic group (F(8,240) = 3.91, p = .001) for CRPS (b = -0.59, [-0.93, -0.25], p =
.001) and multiple conditions (b = -0.62, [-0.97, -0.28], p = .001), such that at higher
levels of pain, individuals with these conditions experience lower increase in pain
interference compared to people with other conditions.
In the models including psychosocial factors, there was a significant main effect
of each of the psychosocial factors on pain interference in social and recreational
activities and the factors explained a substantial amount of variance in the overall model
(ΔR2 = .15). Positive engagement was associated with lower pain interference (b = -0.58,
[-0.73, -0.42], p < .0001), and physical activity was associated with lower pain
interference (b = -0.19, [-0.33, -0.06], p = .006). The remaining psychosocial factors
were all associated with higher pain interference, including disengagement (b = 0.43,
[0.28, 0.58], p < .0001), positive thinking (b = 0.20, [0.06, 0.35], p = .006), and social
support (b = 0.18, [0.04, 0.32], p = .01). There were no significant two- or three-way
interactions between diagnosis and psychosocial factors or between pain, diagnosis and
psychosocial factors (all p values > .5); however, inclusion of these interaction terms
accounted for additional variance (ΔR2diagnosis*psychosocialfactor = .07,
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R2pain*diagnosis*psychosocialfacotor = .05) such that the combined model with all predictors
accounted for 75% of the variance in pain interference in social and recreational
activities (Table 7).
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Table 7
Regression Models for Pain Interference in Social & Recreational Activities

Note. Bold indicates estimates with p < .05.
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Models for Pain Interference in Relationships
As expected, pain was significantly associated with pain interference in
relationships (b = 0.43, [0.35, 0.52], R2 = .27, p < .0001). Demographic variables
explained additional variance (ΔR2 = .07) and older age (b = -0.02, [-0.03, -0.01], p =
.0002) and higher education (b = -0.26, [-0.44, -0.08], p = .005) were significantly
associated with lower interference. Diagnosis and the interaction between pain and
diagnosis accounted for additional variance (ΔR2diagnosis = .03, ΔR2pain*diagnosis = .03).
There were no significant differences among main effects for diagnostic group (F(8,240)
= 1.30, p = .46) or interactions between pain and diagnostic group (F(8,240) = 1.65, p =
.24).
In the models including psychosocial factors, there were significant main effects
of several psychosocial factors, and the factors explained a substantial amount of
variance in the overall model (ΔR2 = .20). Positive engagement was associated with
lower pain interference (b = -0.85, [-1.02, -0.67], p = .0003). Disengagement (b = 0.46,
[0.29, 0.62], p = .0003) and positive thinking (b = 0.20, [0.04, 0.36], p = .03) were
significantly associated with higher pain interference. There were no significant two- or
three-way interactions between diagnosis and psychosocial factors, or between pain,
diagnosis and psychosocial factors (all p values > .8); however, inclusion of these
interaction terms accounted for additional variance (ΔR2diagnosis*psychosocialfactor = .06,
ΔR2pain*diagnosis*psychosocialfacotor = .06) such that the combined model with all predictors
accounted for 73% of the variance in pain interference in relationships (Table 8).
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Table 8
Regression Models for Pain Interference in Relationships

Note. Bold indicates estimates with p<.05.
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Discussion
Because adequate pain control and substantial reduction of pain severity are
difficult to achieve in treating chronic pain, restoration of function and decreased pain
interference are primary goals of chronic pain management. Research on the relationship
between pain severity and pain interference continues to grow, but many mechanisms
affecting this relationship remain poorly elaborated. The first goal of this study was to
identify higher-order psychosocial factors associated with pain interference to introduce
a more parsimonious structure to organize well-established and emerging discrete
psychosocial factors influencing pain interference. Subsequent goals were to clarify the
nature of between- and within-diagnostic group differences in psychosocial factors, and
to identify interactions among diagnostic and psychosocial factors associated with pain
interference.
The results of these analyses indicate that psychosocial factors relevant to pain
interference do not fit neatly into the conventional domains of psychosocial functioning
(e.g., behavioral, cognitive, emotional) as hypothesized. The PCA results also do not
support the multiple existing dichotomous structures of coping, including problemversus emotion-focused (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984), active versus passive (Brown &
Nicassio, 1987), cognitive versus behavioral (Astor-Dubin & Hammen, 1984), and
approach versus avoidant (Moos et al., 1990). Indeed, later research identified a number
of coping mechanisms that are incompatible with dichotomous models, such as
optimism (Solberg Nes & Segerstrom, 2008) and self-efficacy (Maddux & Gosselin,
2012). Additionally, critics of conventional coping models (Litt & Tennen, 2015) note
that many pain responses, such as catastrophizing and deceased social activity, do not
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actually meet the definition of coping: an intentional adaptive response to a stressor
(Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). The present results suggest an alternate structure for pain
responses and coping mechanisms that is characterized by groupings of cognitive,
behavioral, social, emotional and physical elements that reflect constructs of
engagement and disengagement (not unrelated to active/approach and passive/avoidant
constructs), and also social support, positive thinking (a purely cognitive factor), and
physical activity. This emergent model reflects intentional coping efforts as well as
unintentional, automatic, and conditioned responses to pain. Finally, each of the five
emergent factors is comprised of items from multiple of the scales used in these
analyses, suggesting that although there is significant overlap among the scales, each is
likely insufficient as a standalone measure. Ultimately, the model resulting from these
analyses yields a pain coping and response model that is simultaneously more thorough
and more parsimonious than prior conceptualizations.
The results of the pain interference models confirm the well-established positive
relationship between pain severity and pain interference. The results also suggest that
older age is associated with significantly lower total interference and interference in
relationships and that there is no meaningful relationship between age and any other
specific type of interference. These findings challenge the established tenet that older
age is associated with more interference and add to the growing body of evidence
(Boggero et al., 2015, Judge et al., in preparation) indicating this relationship is not as
strong as previous literature may suggest. An increased need for support from family
and friends can strain the relationships of people with pain, but societal norms for
caregiving may attenuate potential negative effects on older adults’ relationships with
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those who support them. Additionally, older adults seek to maximize positive emotions
(Lockenhoff & Carstensen, 2004) and may accordingly seek and maintain relationships
that provide a sense of care and support rather than burdensomeness.
Across all types of pain interference, the emergent positive engagement factor
showed a remarkably strong negative association with pain interference (Figure 3). The
composition of the positive engagement factor, which includes elements of self-efficacy,
sense of control, positive attitude, behavioral perseverance, lack of catastrophizing, and
low negative affect, reflects a complex constellation of psychosocial mechanisms
(attitudes, behaviors, cognition, mood, etc.) that represent an adaptive response to
chronic pain. Conversely, disengagement showed a strong positive association with all
kinds of pain interference (Figure 3) and its components reflect both reduction of
activity (activity avoidance or pacing) and intentional strategies that aim to reduce the
deleterious effects of pain that appear to be ineffective to that end (resting/relaxing and
asking others for help). The use of rest and reduction of activity is helpful for some
acute pains (Zeller et al., 2008) but unhelpful in managing chronic pain (Tan et al.,
2001). Individuals’ use of rest as a chronic pain management strategy may be based on
lack of awareness of the differences between acute and chronic pain. A growing body of
research suggests that pain-specific psychoeducation can reduce chronic pain severity
and disability (i.e., interference) and increase individuals’ engagement in
biopsychosocial rehabilitation (Moseley & Butler, 2015), much of which aims to
strengthen skills and attributes included in the positive engagement factor (e.g.,
increased self-efficacy, decreased catastrophizing, etc.) The specific facets of positive
engagement and disengagement may offer treatment targets in which biopsychosocial
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interventions can be tailored (formally or informally) to individuals’ differential levels
of each subordinate element to maximize the use of positive engagement strategies and
minimize disengagement.
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Figure 3
Effects of Psychosocial Factors, Compared to Pain Alone, on Each Type of Pain Interference
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Figure 3 (continued)

Note. † indicates non-significant effects which are shown as gray lines in the graphs.
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The relationships between pain interference and the remaining
psychosocial factors are more nuanced. Across all diagnoses, greater physical activity
was associated with less total pain interference, less interference in daily activities and
less interference in social and recreational activities. This significant relationship
implicates physical activity as an intervention target, particularly among diagnostic
groups that demonstrate higher interference in these specific interference domains, such
as those with CRPS and multiple conditions. Exercise has gained extensive support as a
therapeutic intervention across a growing number of pain-related health conditions,
including osteoarthritis, inflammatory autoimmune disease, and chronic low back pain
(Pedersen & Saltin, 2015) and should be considered by providers as a first-line
biopsychosocial chronic pain intervention when appropriate.
Positive thinking emerged as a distinct factor, wholly separate from positive
engagement, and was associated with higher total interference, higher interference in
social and recreational activities, and higher interference in relationships. Although
several elements of the positive thinking factor have previously been associated with
improved pain-related outcomes (e.g., optimism, Judge, 2020; prayer, Illueca &
Doolittle, 2020), there is ample evidence that the beneficial effect of these cognitions is
explained by the fact that they induce self-motivated change (Segerstrom, 2011). Thus,
absent the adaptive behaviors that positive thinking can inspire, simply thinking positive
thoughts appears to be a maladaptive response to chronic pain with notable impact on
individuals’ interpersonal relationships, social activities, and recreational activities. The
emergence of this factor, and its negative relationship with pain outcomes, serves as an
important caveat for existing chronic pain interventions: Swapping negative thoughts
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(e.g., catastrophizing) for positive ones (via cognitive restructuring, for example) is
likely insufficient as an intervention if it does not yield commensurate change in
adaptive behavior.
Finally, social support was associated with higher total interference, higher
interference in daily activities, and higher interference in social and recreational
activities. This emergent factor is comprised mostly of receiving physical help and
emotional support from family and close friends, as well as perceptions of such support.
These results conflict with existing evidence that social support is associated with
reduced interference and disability (Evers et al., 2003; Lopez-Martinez et al., 2008). As
with positive thinking, it may be the case that social support can occur in a variety of
ways, including those that facilitate adaptive coping and improved functioning and those
that do not. For example, a spouse who encourages a person with pain’s participation in
household tasks commensurate with the person’s pain level or abilities may facilitate
adaptive pain coping and increased engagement, whereas a spouse who simply takes
over a person’s chores may facilitate increased interference and disengagement. Like
positive thinking, it may be the case that the behavioral consequence of the support is a
measure of its usefulness as a chronic pain coping strategy.
Regarding the role of diagnosis in pain interference, the only significant main
effect of diagnosis was that osteoarthritis was associated with significantly less work
interference compared to other diagnoses (Figure 4), and this effect was not observed in
other types of pain interference. Current estimates suggest that fewer than 20% of
American jobs require moderate physical activity (Church et al., 2011), and pain on
movement is characteristic of osteoarthritis, so the increasingly sedentary nature of
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American jobs may spare people with osteoarthritis some of the work-related
interference experienced by those whose pain is less movement dependent. Beyond main
effects of diagnosis, there were interactions in which diagnosis moderated the
relationship between pain and pain interference. In total interference and interference in
social and recreational activities, individuals with CRPS and multiple conditions
exhibited a taperingoff wherein pain interference was not significantly higher among those reporting higher
levels of pain (Figure 5). Relative to the other diagnostic groups, participants with these
diagnoses reported higher levels of pain overall and more interference in most domains
so it may be the case that individuals with these conditions tend to have maximal
interference across all levels of pain, possibly reflecting a unique susceptibility to pain
interference. Although people with multiple conditions tended to report less positive
engagement and more disengagement and social support than other diagnostic groups,
there were ultimately no significant interactions between diagnostic group and
psychosocial factors. This result suggests that the effects of psychosocial factors are
active between people at the interpersonal level, rather than between diagnostic groups
at the group level. However, this result may be an artifact of the diagnostic group sample
sizes, as there is research implicating diagnosis as a moderator of the relationship
between pain and pain-related outcomes (Glette et al., 2018).
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Figure 4
The Effect of Diagnosis on Pain Interference in Work

CRPS
CLBP (Control)
Migraine
Osteoarthritis

Note. Osteoarthritis demonstrates the only statistically significant main effect on
pain interference, and this effect only applies to interference in work activities.
Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) and chronic migraine effects were
non-significant after controlling for multiple comparisons (see Table 5, Model
3). Except osteoarthritis, no groups differed significantly from the chronic low
back pain (CLBP) control group (black dotted line).
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Figure 5
The Interaction Effect of Pain and Diagnosis on Total Pain Interference and
Interference in Social & Recreational Activities

CLBP (Control)
CRPS
Multiple
Conditions

CLBP (Control)
CRPS
Multiple
Conditions

Note. Except Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) and multiple
conditions, no other groups differed significantly from the chronic low back
pain (CLBP) control group (black dotted line); groups with non-significant
effects are shown in gray lines.

As with all research, this study is not without limitations. Because the data are
cross-sectional, no causal inferences can be drawn from the results, for example, that
positive engagement causes a reduction in pain interference; however, the vast chronic
pain coping literature provides ample support for this kind of relationship, and it may be
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reasonable to infer such relationships from the present results. Additionally, because this
study draws largely on a community sample, the racial composition of the sample
mirrored the racial composition of the surrounding area, which is largely white, middleclass, well-educated, heterosexual, and cis-gendered. As a result, generalizability of
study results to underrepresented populations is limited, as was testing of some
demographic variables known to be differentially associated with pain outcomes, such as
race. Finally, the results of this project are necessarily constrained by the measures used
to assess the variables of interest. Despite well-established validity for each of the
measures, there may be elements of pain interference or contributing processes that
remained unassessed. Relevant examples include pain-specific education (Mosely &
Butler, 2015), trauma history (Panisch & Tam, 2020), and self-regulatory capacity
(Solberg Nes, Roach, & Segerstrom, 2009). Similarly, the types of interference and
diagnostic groups included in this study were not exhaustive.
The limitations of this study are offset by its strengths. This study is one of the
first to systematically compare multiple types of pain interference across a large variety
of clinical pain populations. The results provide discriminant validity for the various
types of pain interference and more clearly define the role that diagnosis plays as a
covariate in the chronic pain experience. The pain coping and response model resulting
from this PCA offers an opportunity to reconceptualize how people with chronic pain
respond to their pain and sets the foundation on which to create a more focused and
efficient screening tool to assess patterns of pain responses. Such a measure would
benefit interventionists by creating channels for translating existing broad, lengthy
treatments into more narrowly focused, individualized treatment programs analogous to
personalized medicine. Beyond potential clinical advances, this study also represents a
48

significant contribution to pain science. Between pain, demographic variables,
diagnosis, psychosocial factors, and interactions among these variables, the models in
this study accounted for 73-81% of the variance in the various forms of pain
interference, including 81% of variance in total pain interference. These variables appear
to represent a vast majority of nodes in the nomological net of pain interference such
that a comprehensive understanding of pain interference may soon be within reach.
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